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Born in Panama, William Meyer has a diverse range of painting styles that 
range from Landscapes, Portraits, and Contemporary Abstracts. Meyer’s use 
of layering, brush strokes, and textures have been greatly influenced by old 
Masters such as Vermeer, Dali, Van Gogh and Rembrandt. Many of Meyer’s 
paintings are an ultimate attempt to balance his German analytical mind with 
his Panamanian spiritual side. Working with LEED Builders and Designers, his 
Company of Artist Teams Faux Paints with the use of low VOC paint which has 
a less adverse affect on the environment. He consistently promotes the use of 
recycled paints and green products in his Artwork and Faux Painting. His Artistic 
Talent and dedication to reduce his carbon footprint has won him multiple 
awards from various Recycled Art Contests. As a member of the International 
Decorative Artisans League, The Artistree Studios Inc. installs custom finishes, 
Venetian plaster and murals for both residential and commercial projects.

Meyer specializes in creating objects and spaces that pay special attention 
to the methodical process of knowledge brought from close and continued 
collaboration with builders and Interior Designers. This collaboration leads 
to pure, dexterous, inventive, vivid, imaginative designs that unify strikingly 
innovative thinking about function with a deep respect for the traditions of 
everyday living. Meyer has a prominent ability to bring distinct attention 
and produce a vivid impression through sight and mind. His Creative use of 
materials, technique and detail of design is apparent in all of Meyer’s work. 

/about

Front Cover: Navy + White Horizon
“Sargent’s Model”



“Ocean Waves”

“El Cid”



“Amstel and Paint Can”

“Tuscan Door”



NOCTURNE
“Venice” “Intracoastal”

“St. Augustine”



“Knightly” “Vienna Austria”



“Oceania” “Irish Cliff Side”



“Nostalgic Tryptic”

“Designer Bedroom”



“Dancer”

“Red Tide”



HORIZON

“Indigo Line”



LEFT BRAIN

RIGHT BRAIN
“The Rhine”



“Mallard”

“Matador”

“Resonance”



“Prussian Blue + Green”“Dragonfly Resin”



“Bureaucrat Specter” “Aqua Suds”



“Apparition”
“Premonition”



“Lakeside Marsh”



“Jekyll Island”   
“Bayou Tree Line”   



“Gray Horizon”   
“Pearlescent Marsh”   



“Skylight”   

“Underwater Love”   



We offer these High End Digital Giclee 
prints on inkjet canvas, papers, and canvas 
coatings. With multiple sizes up to 44” wide 
and 50’ long. We are focused on the art and 
photographic markets with products that 
lead the industry in print performance 
and longevity. Our customers benefit from 
the highest quality at competitive prices. 
Originals available. 
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Back Cover: “Aqua Wand”“Nor’easter”
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